
Chapter 1

Societies for Liberating Animals

They scream like children.
yao wenran

Shaping late Ming charitable organizations were forces other than poverty
and need. So suggests the sequence of events: around the 1580s—before
the first-known benevolent society—members of the educated elite took to
recordinghow they, upon spotting a pig in the hands of a butcher or a chicken
up for sale, hastily bought the hapless creatures and set them free. They were
concerned, not only for oxen whose labors were so valued in tilling the fields,
but for birds and fish, tortoises and tiny insects; not just for plump animals
destined for the cooking pots, but for irksome flies and poisonous scorpions.
The five men who play leading roles in this account of philanthropy—men
who organized or participated in benevolent societies, distributed food and
medicines to the poor, andpromotedother charitable activities—either them-
selves physically engaged in liberating animals ( fengsheng) or protested against
it in favor of aiding human beings. Of the five, three (Yang Dongming, Gao
Panlong, and Qi Biaojia) generously donated money both to liberate animals
and to aid human beings; while two (Chen Longzheng and Lu Shiyi) out-
spokenly opposed spending money on saving animals. Yet, in making com-
parisons between the two types of activity—in arguing that benevolent soci-
eties were superior to societies for saving animals because human beings were
more important than other creatures—even the naysayers acknowledged the
two activities to be comparable at some level.

For proponents and detractors alike, the practice of liberating animals
had become a common point of reference and provided much of the vo-
cabulary that they would use when discussing aid for the poor and needy:
compassion for fellow living beings; the importance of life; and the respon-
sibility of large, powerful creatures, for the small, needy, and feeble. That
saving animal lives and aiding human beings were comparable was, more-
over, a point implicitly made by several late Ming didactic books, which
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lumped both activities under the one rubric “good deeds.” Accordingly, it is
with the practice of liberating animals that this account of late Ming phi-
lanthropy begins.

The Chinese term fangsheng literally means “releasing lives,” but because
it specifically referred to freeing animals from captivity or rescuing them from
death, I variously translate it as “releasing,” “liberating,” or “saving” animals.1

The term fangsheng has ancient roots. It is usually traced back to the fifth
century, when it appeared in The Book of Brahm1’s Net (Fanwang jing);2 and it
can be traced forward to the present, where it is still used for practices ob-
served in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Southeast Asia, and New York.3 Un-
derstood to have originated in a Buddhist text and to have been in currency
for at least fifteen hundred years, it signals the power and durability of a Bud-
dhist belief and thus beguiles us to assume some immutable essence. But be-
hind its lasting facade, the term fangsheng periodically acquired new contexts,
attracted new associations, and thus its meaning continually transformed.

According to surviving accounts, for the period before the late Ming, the
initiative for saving animals usually came from above—from monks, rulers,
and the occasional official who wished to promote the interests of his ruler.
The concept of fangsheng inspired the sixth-century EmperorWuof the Liang
dynasty to offer his ancestors noodles rather than meat; and it prompted the
monkZhiyi to set aside sixty-oneponds as havens for fish. It provided theTang-
dynasty emperor Su zong with a means whereby he could regain the good
will of his people after the devastating An Lushan rebellion: to “spread feel-
ings of kindness and . . . trust” throughout the empire, he had ponds for re-
leasing fish set up in eighty-one locations. The idea of fangsheng also inspired
a Song-dynasty official to propose to the emperor that the common masses
assemble at West Lake once a year, on the eighth day of the fourth month,
to pray for the emperor’s good fortune by liberating fish and birds.4 Before
the late Ming, in other words, those acts of fangsheng that were noted for pos-
terity took the form of grand public gestures.

If during this middle imperial period members of the scholarly elite did
liberate animals in their daily lives—as occasional jottings and poems by Bai
Juyi, Su Shi, and others suggest—they did so fleetingly and incidentally, with-
out leaving behindmuch comment.5With the possible exception of Su Shi—
who is said to have set up a meeting for liberating animals when serving as
governor of Hangzhou6—the subject was peripheral to their consciousness;
a matter of personal piety, perhaps, but neither a focus of routine social ac-
tivities nor a subject deemed worth recording.

The concern for animals was by no means universal throughout late Ming
society. Alongside displays of compassion toward animals are numerous ex-
amples of coldheartedness: young men took pleasure in bloody cockfights;7

wealthy households feasted on choice birds; and butchers, though denigrated
for their bloody trade, continued to attract plenty of customers. Brutality to-
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ward animals was often condoned or simply overlooked. Even so, that the
concern for liberating animals should have surfaced in literati writings at all,
and that it should, moreover, have become the basis of social organizations,
marks a changed sensibility at least among some members of the society.

For the new sensibility explanations may be offered in terms of a grow-
ing social instability that arose from the following conditions: an expanding
economy gave rise tomerchants who occasionally wielded asmuch economic
power as landed degree-holding literati; the spread of literacy produced far
more highly educated men than positions in officialdom could accommo-
date; commerce infiltrated the rural areas, generating small market towns;
and family fortunes quickly and often inexplicably changed. In addition, the
teachings of Wang Yangming—that the authority for knowledge rests within
the individual and that action and knowledge ought to be united—unleashed
individual spiritual quests and activist initiatives.8 Such monocausal expla-
nations, though rhetorically powerful, fail to do justice to the complexity of
the symbolic act of fangsheng, however. More than manifesting specific eco-
nomic, social, or spiritual changes, the preoccupation with fangsheng during
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries points to attempts by literati
to maneuver and redefine themselves in an increasingly complicated soci-
ety. Like the charitable organizations that would quickly follow, the libera-
tion of animals was a highly visible communal act that involved rich and poor,
high and low.

This chapter focuses on the late Ming, but occasionally I cite writers who
were born in the early Qing dynasty or straddled the two dynasties; for con-
venience, I occasionally use the termMing-Qing when dealing with a cluster
of writers, the bulk of whom were of the late Ming.

LATE MING DEPARTURES

Before the late Ming, written accounts of saving animal lives were scattered
about and subordinated to other topics. In only two pre-Ming texts, to my
knowledge, did the editors assemble materials about liberating animals as if
to imply that the theme deserved focused attention; in both cases, the sug-
gestion of focus has proved to be illusory. The first text in question is an enor-
mous seventh-century Buddhist encyclopedia that includes a section on fang-
sheng.9 Yet, when seen in the context of the entire work, this one section out
of a hundred hardly stands out, for it occupies only a few pages, a tiny place
among numerous more weighty issues. The second text is Extensive Records
from the Reign of Great Peace (Taiping guangji), a tenth-century compendium
of anecdotes that aremostly of the variety known as “accounts of the strange”
(zhiguai).10 Sixteen stories about saving animals are here collected into a sin-
gle chapter.11 Yet the main theme of that chapter, as announced by its title,
is not “the release of animals,” but “retribution” (baoying); and although the
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stories concern the rescuing of animals from the jaws of death, they do not
use the term fangsheng but speak simply of fang, as in “let it go” ( fang zhi).
Only because these tales were later subsumed under the rubric fangsheng in
Ming-Qing collections can they now be easily retrieved as illustrations of the
liberating of animals.12

As the practice of liberating animals spread among the scholarly elite, ed-
itors of Ming-Qing morality books and compendia elaborated on the sub-
ject and built it up. To root contemporary practice in the venerable past,
they incorporated into their own texts tales from Extensive Records as well as
scattered notices fromother early works about liberating animals and its com-
panion theme, “nonkilling” ( jiesha). Using old accounts, they legitimized new
understandings. In the eighteenth century, the editors of the huge collecta-
nea, the Synthesis of Books and Illustrations Past and Present (Gujin tushu jicheng),
amassed materials from over a millennium into the category fangsheng.They
had at their fingertips enough writings on the subject of releasing animals as
to suggest that a tradition had been carried out for centuries, uninterrupted
and unmodified.

That the term fangsheng was long-lasting and that new usages were re-
peatedly shored up by ancient loremake it difficult to identify shifts in mean-
ing. The task of doing so is further complicated because the practice of lib-
erating animals, like most symbolic acts, was far more often carried out than
it was explicated, and was capable, therefore, of communicating numerous
messages and inserting itself into a wide variety of situations. Consider the
example of Qi Biaojia, who practiced fangsheng on several levels and whose
charitable activities are the focus of part 2 of this study. Qi had an illustrious
official career that took off immediately after he earned the jinshi degree in
1622, at the remarkably young age of twenty-one sui. By no measure might
one judge him to have been a marginal, unorthodox, or idiosyncratic figure.
Yet, throughout the 1630s and 1640s, he often took pains to note in his di-
ary his practice of setting animals free. He wrote that, on a memorial day for
his father, he was uncontrollably weepy, avoided guests, and then accompa-
nied a certain Yan Maoyou and two other friends to a temple, where they
were joined by a fourth acquaintance. There he used funds from his salary
to buy a sparrow and let it free; Yan, too, as Qi put it, “bought a sparrow to
make a prayer on my behalf, and the various friends did a ‘liberating ani-
mals’ chant.”13

The memorial day of Qi’s father had special significance independent of
the act of liberating animals. Like making an offering, liberating the spar-
rows augmented but did not itself define the occasion. In spirit it thus re-
sembled the releasing of animals that had accompanied the annual prayers
at West Lake during Song times. Yet, it also differed from other acts of fang-
sheng recorded by Qi, acts that he did spontaneously and explicitly to save
animals. When one of his bondservants just happened to have a goose tied
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up, Qi bought it to be released.14 When he heard that someone was about
to slaughter a pig, he purchased it to liberate it.15

Like many of his contemporaries, Qi Biaojia joined a small club, or asso-
ciation (hui), for liberating animals. Some clubs met at regular intervals, in
Qi’s case, on the eighth day of each month;16 other clubs met irregularly, but
nonetheless frequently.17 Sometimes each club member individually pur-
chased an animal beforehand to be released at the meeting. Sometimes the
members pooled their donations to purchase animals collectively. The specific
practices varied enormously, but two features stand out. First, where the few
documented fangsheng meetings of earlier dynasties were on a massive scale
andheld to celebrate or enhance some special occasion, such as theBuddha’s
or emperor’s birthday, the late Ming meetings were small, held frequently,
and had as their main, articulated purpose the liberating of animals. Second,
where early cases of saving animals had usually been initiated by rulers or offi-
cials and echoes in local society were faint, the spontaneous formationofMing
clubs shows that the interest in liberating animals was governed by conven-
tions that were well understood and widely shared by members of Ming local
elites. Thus Qi, who on one level perpetuated an expression of piety that had
old roots, on another level was participating in something new.

The shift in the locus for the saving of animals is further evident in the
matter of setting aside ponds and waterways for the protection of fish and
other aquatic creatures. Before the late Ming, the designation of water bod-
ies as animal preserves was invariably done under the auspices of officials
and rulers—as when every circuit (dao) was mandated in 759 a.d. to set up
a fangsheng pond.18 During the late Ming, this practice spread to local soci-
ety and became a matter of individual, nonofficial initiative. When Qi Biao-
jia constructed a large garden for himself at the top of a mountain, he also
constructed a “pond for releasing lives” ( fangsheng chi) below.19

DIDACTIC TALES

The theme of “liberating lives” loomed large in late Ming writings, some-
times dominating entire chapters of popular didactic works, a genre that was
flourishing at that time.20These chapters collected, often fromprevious pub-
lications, colorful anecdotes based on history and hearsay to show that those
who had been kind to animals became wealthy, lived long lives, and enjoyed
successful careers—that they had, in other words, earned merit. One story
tells of a wine brewer who was so compassionate that he took great care to
keep flies from falling into his wine casks. Some time later, the brewer was
wrongfully accused of a crime and found guilty. But just when the magistrate
tried to draft the prison order, thousands of flies swarmed around the brush,
preventing him from writing. The magistrate, recognizing that some divine
power was at work, released the brewer.21
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If such tales sound fanciful, they shaped howMing literati understood and
wrote about their experiences. They colored, for example, a record that the
official (and son of a prosperous official) Feng Shike made in all seriousness
about how a personal adventure converted one man to a vegetarian diet.22

When a friend of Feng’s had tried to persuade people to avoid slaughtering
and eating beef, a certain Xie Shi persisted in “chewing away as he liked.”
Feng’s friend later learned that Xie had reformed his ways after having wit-
nessed a near escape from death: Xie was traveling on a boat, which docked
alongside another vessel. Three strange-looking men suddenly appeared.
Two of them boarded the other boat only to beat a hasty retreat. Xie over-
heard the two say to the third: “Some of the passengers don’t eat meat. It
will be difficult for us to work our strategems.” At the next stop, Xie learned
that the other boat had scarcely survived its journey because of fierce winds.
The reason it managed to survive at all, he further learned, was that three
vegetarian passengers on board had in effect offset the malevolence of the
wind demons. Thus enlightened, Xie, along with some sixty fellow passen-
gers, burned incense and swore forever after to abstain from eating meat.23

This account, recorded around 1586, has certain characteristics of the
tales from Extensive Records: a chance encounter, in this case, with another
boat; the sudden appearance of men strangely dressed; the transformation
of evil spirits into human forms; and heaven’s recompense for deeds done.
Yet here Feng Shike was recording an actual contemporary event as he un-
derstood it, an event whose lesson he himself put into practice. Out of re-
gard for rats, Feng desisted from keeping a cat and once fervently beseeched
a friend to spare a rat’s life. When the friend asked, “Why does it deserve
pity?” Feng explained that his own brother’s hostile attitude toward rodents
had been counterproductive.24Ever vigilant against rats, Feng’s brother care-
fully placed his fine books in wrappers, yet whenever he checked the books
he found that they had new tooth marks. He then bought a cat, but the rats
chewed up the books as before. Feng Shike, in contrast, left his books scat-
tered about, with the result that, though he found droppings, the books “re-
mained unharmed.” The key difference between the two brothers was not
in practical strategy but in attitude. The brother “thought that rats were like
bandits,” whereas Feng Shike, by keeping no cat, inspired the rats to be so
docile as to leave even goblets of wine and platters of food untouched.25

Feng concluded his plea for the rat’s life bymaking a political-moral point:
when compared to the lifting of grain by petty thieves or the “robbing of the
state” by those big thieves, the ministers, the damage done by rats was in-
significant. But Feng’s defense of animals was more than a vehicle for polit-
ical commentary. Out of regard for animals in general, Feng desisted from
eating “beef, lamb, dogs, and pigs at home, consuming instead only the veg-
etables that serve as accompaniments tomeat dishes.” His family was strictest
about keeping chickens out of the kitchen, rarely slaughtered ducks, re-
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stricted the consumption of fish, and refrained from eating seafood having
claws.26 Likewise out of regard for animals, he organized the dredging of a
pond for liberating animals, and had shelters constructed to accommodate
the crowds that would come to hear lectures on the saving of animal lives.
By this time, he noted, societies for the liberating of animals had spread
throughout the SouthernMetropolitan area (Nanzhili) and the Zhejiang re-
gion (Wu and Yue).27

The didactic tales—and the practice of liberating animals that they
endorsed—conveyed what many prominent literati themselves sincerely val-
ued.Qi Biaojia recorded in his diary his acts of saving animals—a goose here,
a pig there, four hundred aquatic creatures on one occasion, and countless
fish on another.28Henotedmeetings for liberating animals, sometimes nam-
ing those who attended.29 Clearly he took these matters seriously enough to
make them part of his life record. Moreover, he wrote a preface to a moral-
ity book that contained a section of anecdotes about saving animals and the
avoidance of killing, including several tales fromExtensive Records and the story
cited above about the wine brewer.30 Commenting on these stories, the com-
piler of that work stated, among other points, that the killing of creatures
results from crimes committed and enmities carried out in a previous life;
and that, rather than repaying one killing with another, thus generating an
endless chain of debt, it is best to repay resentment with virtue (de).31 This
editor was Yan Maoyou who, four years later, in 1635, would release a spar-
row at thememorial service honoringQi’s father. Like Feng andQi, Yan prac-
ticed what he taught.

ZHUHONG AND THE REVIVAL OF BUDDHISM

That the twin practices of liberating animals and nonkilling had long been
defunct before the late Ming was the view of Zhuhong, the sixteenth-century
monk of Yunqi Monastery who (among others) has been credited by his-
torians for the late Ming revival of Buddhism. Zhuhong judged that habits
inimical to animals had become deeply ingrained. He bemoaned that the
wearing of silk—a material made by killing silkworms—had become a wide-
spread custom, and he deplored “the human consumption of meat,” which,
as he put it, “has been customary for so long, that people are unaware that
is it wrong.”32 To jolt people out of their complacency, Zhuhong wrote a
substantial two-part essay, “On Nonkilling and Liberating Lives,” which, as
Chün-fang Yü has shown, formed Zhuhong’s platform for proselytizing
Buddhism.33

Zhuhong took advantage of a social environment conducive to the reprint-
ing and circulation of information. Like those followers of Wang Yangming
who urged each person to teach ten people, he built the very act of prose-
lytizing into his program, prodding his readers “to pass the essays around in
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order to convert others.”34 As he explained: “Encouraging one person to
avoid killing results in saving a million lives. If one encourages up to ten or
a hundred persons, so as to reach trillions [of persons], then one will gain
enormous merit.”35 Inspired by Zhuhong, wealthy patrons and mainstream
scholar-officials financed editions of his essays and elaborated on his ideas
in prefaces and commentaries.36 In one such preface, an official, echoing
Zhuhong, declared: “If one person will avoid killing, then ten people will
avoid killing. If we expand from this—gradually thousands and millions of
people will avoid killing.”37 And so the word spread.

Zhuhong’s teachings reached the top of society, penetrating the imperial
court, where they touched the emperor’s mother, who sent for instruction
from Zhuhong. They also spread down to the villages, where officials and
scholars used their authority and status to disseminate the ideas among the
common people. One man instrumental in spreading Zhuhong’s ideas was
an official who had turned to Buddhism as a child of twelve sui, earned a jin-
shi degree in 1583, and then carried his religious beliefs to office.While serv-
ing as a prefect, he chanted the Diamond Sutra ( Jingang jing) every day, re-
stored a Buddhist shrine, and went so far as to forbid the people from killing
animals for ancestral sacrifices. To defend his position, he took as his point
of departure Confucius’s teaching “to respect the spirits while keeping them
at a distance,”38 and then added: “It’s not that I think there are no spirits,
but spirits and human beings enjoy different things. Human beings like wine
and meat, so they offer wine and meat to the spirits; this may be compared
tomaggots who, because they feed onmanure, offermanure to people. How
would they not [thereby] offendman?Now the spirits are pure; how can they
not be endlessly disgusted by the filth of wine and meat among men? . . . To-
day I am telling the City God to forgive all your past wrongs, but hereafter
you must not repeat the offense. If you continue as before to defile the spir-
its by killing animals, you will not only be without benefit, but will also incur
blame. These words are truly accurate, not lightly said.”39

Falling in with the same trend was Qi Biaojia’s senior fellow townsman
Tao Wangling. Like Qi, Tao, who won first place in the jinshi examination of
1589, was of the elite mainstream. Tao joined friends to form a club for sav-
ing animals, and, lending his literary skills and high status to the cause, he
wrote an essay to dispel the doubts raised by skeptics about Zhuhong’s pro-
gram for liberating animals. He further composed ten verses on Zhuhong’s
teachings—verses he hoped would be easy for others to memorize and cir-
culate by word of mouth.40 As Zhuhong’s teachings spread, so did there take
shape accounts of actual events that validated his message. It thus seeped
into an early Qing popular didactic work, for example, that Tao’s brother
Shiling—who had lectured on the classics jointly with the formidable Con-
fucian thinker Liu Zongzhou—reaped merit for his kindness to animals:41
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because he and a friend had set ten thousand eels free, they passed the civil
service examinations earlier than spirits had originally ordained.42

Among Tao Wangling’s fellow officials was Huang Hui from Sichuan.43

One night Huang dreamed that the bibliophile Jiao Hong gave him a book
in one juan, which turned out to be Zhuhong’s essay on nonkilling. When
he awoke, he committed himself to lifelong nonkilling, using his salary to
buy animals to be liberated. He also had Zhuhong’s essay printed up for dis-
tribution to villages.44 Thus did Zhuhong’s teachings catch on, and so swiftly
that, in his own lifetime, he could gratefully acknowledge the good fortune
that there were “humane men in the world . . . who had reprinted the essays
on nonkilling and releasing lives in no less than ten to twenty editions.”45

Zhuhong’s influence is indisputable.Many lateMing advocates of animals,
including Qi Biaojia’s father, had had some personal contact with Zhuhong
or his followers; many of the animal liberators had strong Buddhist beliefs;
and all the relevantMing-dynasty essays I have collected were written bymen
who lived during or after Zhuhong’s promotion of the twin precepts of fang-
sheng and jiesha.46 Nonetheless, to explain the late Ming popularity of liber-
ating animals simply as the result of Zhuhong’s successful revival of Buddhism
is to ignore several issues. It overlooks that, even in the Tang-dynasty heyday
of Buddhism, the precepts of nonkilling and liberating lives had received
scant attention in writing; and it overlooks that those precepts derived not
from the most venerable of Buddhist sutras, but from the Book of Brahm1’s
Net, an apocryphal text that was composed in China.47 It skirts the question:
why did Zhuhong couple the Buddhist proscription against doing no harm
with the act of “releasing animals,” a practice for which no exact equivalent
can be found in early Buddhism? Moreover it is based on the erroneous as-
sumption that compassion for animals was an exclusively Buddhist notion.48

Keen to propagate Buddhism among educated officials no less than
among the common people, Zhuhong sought to accommodate Confucian-
ism.49 He astutely identified, from the vast range of ideas represented in the
enormous Buddhist canon, those issues that would appeal to his contem-
poraries and serve as vehicles for reviving Buddhism in his day: the dichotomy
between saving and killing animals, the urgency of life, and thewrongful dom-
ination of the weak by the strong.50

Some late Ming and early Qing writers who stoutly opposed Buddhism
nonetheless valued and promoted the concern for animals. Some scholars
in Zhuhong’s wake struggled to give the ideas of saving animals and non-
killing a life of their own, apart from the Buddhist legacy. Wang Heng (the
brother of the religious visionary Tangyangzi) declared, “Being proper, I will
not talk about ChanBuddhism, but by nature I do hate killing.”51Other schol-
ars dredged the Confucian classics for antecedents for the view that animals
should be rescued from death. They reminded their readers that, long be-
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fore Buddhism reached China, Confucius had shown restraint by using a
hook for fishing but never a net,52 and Mencius had instructed that the su-
periorman keeps away from the slaughterhouse and kitchen in order to avoid
the unbearable sight of animals being prepared for dinner.53

Instead of dismissing the twin precepts as Buddhist perversions, some stal-
wart Confucians found justifications for embracing them. Qian Qianyi in-
geniously argued that the terms jiesha and fangsheng could not be found in
ancient texts simply because in that distant golden age, when all lives had been
highly valued, the killing of animals for sacrifices, entertainment, andmourn-
ing rites was all carefully regulated anddone according to life-preserving prin-
ciples; the concept of fangshenghad therefore beenunnecessary. “The ancient
rulers,” wroteQian, “consideredheaven andearth,mountains and forests, and
rivers and marshes all as one family, and birds, beasts, fish, and the myriad
living things all as one body; every place was a place for fangsheng and every
living thing was a thing whose life had essentially been saved.” It was not un-
til the last kalpa (mofa), “when the Tang dynasty used eunuchs to murder
throughout the world, and the Song dynasty used the New Policies (xinfa) to
murder throughout the world,” that ponds for releasing animals first ap-
peared.54 Gui Zhuang, the grandson of the renowned essayist Gui Youguang,
conceded that the term saving lives did originally come from Buddhism; but
he then argued that the Buddha promoted the idea in order to be in accord
with the guidelines of the ancient Chinese kings.55 Another noted essayist in-
sisted: “The theory of nonkilling did not begin with the Buddhists.”56

Efforts to wrest the concern for animals fromBuddhist sources culminated
in an eighteenth-century work devoted exclusively to the themes of saving
animals and nonkilling, entitled Records of Spreading Love (Guang’ai lu). There
MengChaoran—whohad a reputation for dislikingBuddhism—incorporated
accounts of venerated Confucians to demonstrate that the concern for ani-
mals had untainted native origins.57 He explained that Chen Di, though
strongly abhorring Buddhism, likened eating beef to being unfilial and in-
humane in that it showed ignorance of basic values.58 Praising the eleventh-
century brothers Cheng Yi and Cheng Hao (revered by the great Confucian
thinker Zhu Xi) for their benevolence to birds and fish,Meng commented:
“I often urge people to avoid killing, yet most of them consider it a Buddhist
teaching; but how could the two Chengs have leaned toward Buddhism?”59

Meng closed his Records with an entry about a contemporary, Mr. He, who,
when asked why he bothered to avoid killing animals when he disliked Bud-
dhism so much, replied in terms of the Confucian ideal of the “gentleman,”
a man of supreme moral sensibility: “To hurt animals to please one’s stom-
ach is something that the gentleman ( junzi) will not do,” and then added
that, in the eyes of sages, nonkilling is not perverse, but a way of cultivating
one’s “benevolent heart-and-mind.”60

As literati endorsed the practices of nonkilling and liberating animals, they
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also modified them. Using a hook but no net, they followed a vegetarian diet
not as a matter of course but only on special occasions; or they avoided cer-
tain animal foods but not all; or they made fine distinctions between having
animals killed for consumption and eating animals that had already been
killed; or, like Yang Dongming, the founder of the first-known benevolent
society, they followed Confucius’s call for restraint (that is, for using “a hook
but no net”), while defending the use of meats for ancestral sacrifices.61

At times Zhuhong allowed latitude in practice: if one must persist in eat-
ing meat, he instructed, then one should buy it rather than slaughtering an-
imals oneself.62 Generally, though, he upheld the strictest of guidelines. Of
the passage about using a hook but no net, Zhuhong expressed incredulity
that “Confucius could have been so insensitive to the feelings of living things”
and suggested that “something had been dropped” inadvertently from the
text.63Healso argued that even thewearingof silk be abandonedout of consid-
eration for silk worms. Many literati deviated far from Zhuhong’s strictures—
or they dissociated themselves from Buddhism altogether. Nonetheless,
they—among them, staunch Confucians—found the idea of liberating ani-
mals so compelling as to make it the subject of their writings and the cause
of their clubs.

LIBERATING ANIMALS ACQUIRES NEW MEANINGS

The animal-saving vogue can be loosely linked to numerous lateMing trends:
political and social instability, the arrival of Jesuits armed with challenges to
native Chinese traditions, literati enthusiasm for forming associations of all
sorts (whether for poetry writing or mutual uplifting), and scholar-official
commitment to educating themasses in ethical values (whether through lec-
tures at community-compactmeetings [xiangyue] or popular didactic works).
Each of these currents may have contributed to the interest in fangsheng, yet
the linkages are imprecise and inconsistent, with no one cause standing out.

The twin concepts of nonkilling and kindness to animals, according to
one historian, may have appealed to men of the late Ming because theirs was
an era of social turmoil, one marked by riots against landlords, pirate raids
along the coast, and invasions along the borders.64 Without doubt, the con-
cern for animals was associated with the desire to put an end to strife and
suffering, for as one animal-protector, citing a sutra, despaired: “Man eats
lamb; and ram eats man: generation after generation they eat one another
up—endlessly, through aeons and aeons.”65 Yet, explanations in terms of so-
cial instability fail to explain why literati preoccupation with saving animals
persisted well into the relatively tranquil eighteenth century, or why earlier
periods of disorder failed to stimulate a comparably strong concern for an-
imals. Nor do they explain why the wish to end discord assumed the specific
form of saving animals.
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Challenging literati to crystallize their arguments for liberating animals
were, moreover, the teachings of Jesuit missionaries who, having arrived in
China in 1583, were frequenting elite circles and winning converts by the
1600s.66 Zhuhong and a few of the animal protectors were familiar with and
specifically opposed the Jesuit position that animals lacked immortal souls,
that heaven produced animals for human beings to consume, and that the
doctrine of transmigration was absurd.67 It was probably in rebuttal to the
second point that Zhuhong and YangDongming rhetorically asked: “If a tiger
eats a person, would people say thatmenwere raised for tigers?”68 Jesuit pros-
elytizing engaged and antagonized many literati. Still, the movement to lib-
erate animals was in full swing by 1603, the year that Matteo Ricci launched
his attack on the idea of reincarnation;69 and the particular associations that
Ming-Qing writers attached to the concepts of nonkilling and liberating ex-
tended far beyond Jesuit agendas. Though late Ming writers did touch on
the issue of transmigration, they far more often dwelled on the themes of
extravagance and frugality, cruelty and compassion, life and death, and op-
pression and liberation—in short, the very vocabulary with which they also
discussed charitable activities.

Frugality and Extravagance
The precept of nonkilling indicated a vegetarian diet, which happened to
be more economical than meat dishes, which were usually reserved for ban-
quets. Thus accounts linking compassion for animals to the theme of fru-
gality can be found from the earliest times. Consider the case of King Hui
of Liang, who, being “unable to bear the frightened appearance” of an ox
about to be slaughtered for a ceremony, substituted for the ox a lamb.70Men-
cius chose to construe the king’s reaction as a sign of his capacity for com-
passion, and, for this reason, late Ming animal protectors often alluded to
this passage. Yet Mencius also hinted that the king, in exchanging a large
animal for a small one, may have been motivated by stinginess. Two themes,
frugality and compassion, were thus confounded. Or consider the case of
Emperor Renzong of the Song dynasty, who, when presented with clams,
asked, “Where did these come from?” and then quickly followed with the
question, “How much did they cost?” When told that each one cost a thou-
sand coins and that there were twenty-eight clams in all, the emperor, dis-
pleased, said: “I have forbidden you to be extravagant. Today, to spend twenty-
eight thousand for one meal—I cannot bear it”—and then refused to eat
them.71 Although this account is later cited by Meng Chaoran as an exam-
ple of compassion, what the emperor found most intolerable was not the
deaths of the clams but their price.

The theme of frugality similarly mingled with discussions of compassion
during the late Ming. To encourage “frugality and simplicity” Zhou Rudeng
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(a native ofQi Biaojia’s hometown) promoted two ‘’Confucian teachings that
one should not neglect”: “Do not kill dogs or pigs without reason” and “Keep
a distance from the kitchen.”72 “Affected by the extravagant banqueting of
his village,” Wang Heng wrote three verses to encourage nonkilling among
the residents.73 Feng Shike was concerned not just about protecting animal
lives but about restraint in general. Regarding a compact he made with
friends to keep entertainmentmodest, he explained: “I normally do not have
extravagant tastes”; he then listed among the foods to be avoided not just
animals, but certain expensive fruits.74

Feng Shike made a principle of moderate living. On the grounds that his
homeprefecture Song jiang was too luxurious, he chose to retire to Suzhou.75

Thus he distanced and differentiated himself from his eight affluent broth-
ers, who had maneuvered him out of much of his inheritance—just as he
had, through his permissiveness toward rats, differentiated himself from the
brother who vigilantly guarded books against rodents. By living more tem-
perately than his siblings, Shike, the only one of nine brothers to earn a jin-
shi degree, occupied the highmoral ground. Even Zhuhong associated a veg-
etarian diet with restraint: heaven and earth had produced grain, fruits, and
vegetables for man to consume, and man moreover had acquired the know-
how to prepare these foods in many different ways—they could wrap them
into dumplings, make them into cakes, pickle and boil them. “That should,”
he proclaimed, “be enough.”76

Betraying the close association between vegetarian fare and frugality, one
Ming writer condemned some animal protectors for being miserly. Though
endorsing nonkilling as a “beautiful deed,” he also ascribed a range of mo-
tives to vegetarians—including that of stinginess: “There are some fellows
in grand households who, when mourning for relatives, drink wine and eat
meat as they please; but on sacrificial days, they, being tight-fisted, put out
only fruits and vegetables on the table of offerings.” In his judgment: “The
ancients forbade killing out of benevolence; the Buddhists forbade killing
out of fear. Today people forbid killing out of stinginess, and that they avoid
themselves killing the animals but eat what others have killed is even more
laughable.”77

Yet the prohibition against consuming meat was not necessarily part of a
general program of frugality, for many of the late Ming animal protectors
did not live parsimoniously. If they followed vegetarian diets, they, like Qi
Biaojia, Wang Heng, and even the moderate Feng Shike, also maintained
costly gardens, or they enjoyed private opera performances, vied with each
other in collecting antiques, or dallied with courtesans.78 It was roughly eight
years after he first mentioned liberating animals in a diary that Qi, facing
the food shortage of 1640, began in earnest a vegetarian diet.79 Moreover,
although some Ming-Qing literati formed bean-curd and no-meat societies,
others seemed less interesting in sticking to vegetarian fare than they were
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in liberating animals. In reference to an early Qing fangsheng society, a nine-
teenth-century commentator went so far as to suggest: “Today people do not
believe in nonkilling but speak instead about saving animal lives.”80 And
whereas a vegetarian diet required restraint and made frugality possible,
forming clubs to release animals and erecting steles to mark fish preserves
invariably involved the expenditure of money—expenditure that some crit-
ics, such as Chen Longzheng, denounced as decidedly wasteful.

Entertaining Guests
Far more often than had earlier accounts, late Ming texts placed the twin
practices of nonkilling and liberating animals at the center of social inter-
actions. Early accounts about compassion for animals touched on a broad
range of situations: a lone hunter, deep in the woods, confronting the grief
of his prey; the scheduling of construction work during seasons that would
not upset the wildlife living in decaying walls and buildings;81 random en-
counters with animals in distress; the benign disposal of live animals received
as gifts.

While continuing to pay heed to these situations (often by retelling the
old stories), Ming writings drew particular attention to the issue of feeding
guests. As Zhuhong noted, all sorts of events—birthdays, funerals, weddings,
and general hospitality—were occasions for consuming meat. Or, as the
editor of one morality book tersely commented, “Most killing is done for en-
tertaining guests.” The editor appended this comment to a report about a cer-
tain licentiate juren (xiaolian) of the early sixteenth century. The graduate,
who was from a wealthy Nanjing family, killed three to four pigs whenever
he entertained. After he died, a sound came from his coffin. When the
mourners looked inside, they found that the deceased had turned into a
pig.82 The tale thus cautions against the killing of animals; it illustrates the
principle of transmigration; it points to the excess of killing three to four
pigs at a time—an excess underscored by the type of retribution, transfor-
mation into an animal known for its gluttony; but it also makes clear that
the occasion for malevolence was the feasting of guests.

A record about a Lin Jun around themid-sixteenth century likewise placed
individual behavior toward animals in a social setting. During a banquet he
was hosting Lin had a revelation about the urgency of nonkilling. Surrounded
by his numerous invited guests, he fell into a deep slumber. When he came
to, he announced that he had just visited the underworld, where he was the
guest of an illustrious ancestor. The ancestor explained that Lin was being
punished (with an early death, one presumes) because, when serving as a
magistrate, he had failed to ban the slaughter of oxen. Lin protested that
the accusation was false; and, upon investigation, it was found that he had
truly posted a placard forbidding the slaughter of oxen. In the end, Lin’s
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merit earned him longevity—he lived to the age of one hundred. But the
main point for our purposes is a less explicit message, namely, that he let his
merit be known in order to communicate a moral lesson. Shifting between
the roles of host in this world and guest in the underworld—a shift that iden-
tified him with his guests and implied that they, too, might be suspect—Lin
Jun told his company about the dream. Aroused by his account, they then
“together swore an oath that they would not again eat meat.”83 Thus did Lin
turn his personal confrontation with the underworld into a collectivematter.

In still another way Lin’s dreamepisode asserted a link between nonkilling
and social action. It invoked the authority of a historical figure who, though
he had been touched by Buddhism, was revered above all as a Confucian
scholar exemplary in serving the social good: the king of the underworld
happened to be the eleventh-century Fan Zhongyan, a man who will occa-
sionally appear in this book because late Ming do-gooders admired him
greatly, to the point of saying he was so charitable that he died penniless.84

Through the connection to Fan, the dream associated nonkilling with broad
social responsibility.

The taboo against consuming meat had become a group affair. Wang
Heng—who was appalled to witness ordinary banquets serving up the sort
of delicacies that had formerly been reserved for emperors and lords—
formed a pact with his village to follow a vegetarian diet.85 Qian Sule, an offi-
cial whose household had avoidedmeat for ten years, had a fewwords printed
up about man and animals being alike in their desire for life; he ostensibly
did this to forewarn his guests not to expect meat dishes, but undoubtedly
with the effect of publicizing his good example.86 For Feng Shike and his
friends, avoiding meat was also a collective enterprise. They formed a club
(she) and made a compact to limit the number and type of dishes when en-
tertaining guests.87 Similarly, a seventeenth-century official integrated his
concern for animals into daily social transactions: he entrusted to a temple
any gifts he received of live animals; and each day he set aside thirty coins
of “the money designated for buying vegetables” to spend on purchasing—
at the market, in the public eye—fish and fowl to be set free.88

The social implications of nonkilling are further evident in Feng Shike’s
account of the people who escaped a shipwreck because some members of
the traveling party had avoided meat. Feng’s account resembles tales in Ex-
tensive Records, but only superficially, for in molding what he had heard, Feng
accommodated late Ming concerns. As he perceived it, the virtue of the veg-
etarian passengers was not a private affair but had ramifications for the soci-
ety at large. The three vegetarians who avoided beef brought benefit not only
to themselves but also to their fellowpassengers—bothparties were saved from
shipwreck. Their escape from disaster in turn moved some sixty passengers
from the other boat to swear off beef, and those sixty travelers made their de-
cision not individually, but as a group, in a pact. What enabled one event to
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have such wide-reaching consequences was the mediation of a witness (who
saw the three “strange-lookingmen,” that is, the wind demons) and a reporter
(who explained to the witness how the other boat happened to avoid being
wrecked). Though not present at the event, Feng participated in the process:
having heard about this from a friend, he recorded it for posterity.89

Thus an individual’s practice of nonkilling and of liberating animals si-
multaneously brought merit to the actor and spread throughout society, not
according to hierarchical lines of authority (as when a ruler or official is-
sued a policy or orchestrated amass prayer in one of those annual ceremonies
celebrating the Buddha’s birthday), but in a helter-skelter way, through in-
formal friendships, accidental encounters, word of mouth, and the witness
of strangers.

The concern for animals became coupled with late Ming definitions of
courtesy toward guests, who might be made to feel uncomfortable by the
serving of delicacies. Disagreeing with Zhou Rudeng, who explained the dis-
comfort in terms of regard for the host, Qi Biaojia’s brother justified the veg-
etarian food in terms of Confucius’s attitudes: themajority of delicacies came
from killing animals, whereas Confucius took pity on animals; and extrava-
gant delicacies were, as Confucius himself had observed, harmful to cus-
toms.90 Yet both men assumed that the avoidance of meat (or kindness to
animals) affected social relations. Making this linkage explicit, a Qing-dy-
nasty household manual (cited by Meng Chaoran, who disliked Buddhism)
instructed, “In treating guests with respect one must also maintain thoughts
of love for animals (aiwu).”91

One model of compassion for animals was offered by the tenth-century
Extensive Records: a lone person individually responded, without witnesses, to
the plight of animals and kept his virtue secret (yinde). Late Ming practice
additionally followed another model, in which the releasing of animals was
often done in public places, in front of witnesses (who retold what they heard
and saw), and by small groups whose solidarity lent legitimacy to their ac-
tions. The liberating of animals had assumed a place in social interactions.
This was true even for Zhuhong, who, as Chün-fang Yü has pointed out, was
wary about forming societies (since voluntary associations were at that time
politically suspect) and therefore once advised that everyone should buy and
release animals whenever they saw them rather than in group meetings.
Nonetheless Zhuhong sustained the social dimension of liberating animals,
encouraging everyone periodically (whether once a season or at the end of
each year) to assemble in one place, where, he explained, “the number he
has released can be tabulated, and his merit can be assigned.”92 As perceived
and executed by Ming literati, the twin practices extended beyond matters
of personal conduct and fortune. Literati had incorporated them into their
social relations and integrated them into their social personas, to be displayed
and shared with other people.
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For the Sake of One’s Stomach
What many Ming-Qing animal protectors reacted against was not spending
per se, but,more precisely, indulging one’s taste buds at the expense of other
creatures. This sentiment, to be sure, had early precedents, as in a case that
Yan Maoyou anthologized in his popular morality book, Records of Right Be-
havior and Good Fortune (Diji lu) concerning a Song-dynasty scholar who was
fond of quail.93 The scholar was moved to reform his ways (and to liberate
several dozen quails from his kitchen—a gesture others might have judged
prodigal) after he had a dream in which a quail, appearing in the guise of a
shabbily dressed old man, chanted:

Your stocks of millet and rice I eat
That I may supply your soup with meat
One soup takes several lives
Though your chopsticks dig in, you remain unsated.94

Indulging the appetite at the expense of others similarly aroused Su Shi’s
abhorrence for killing—even though he recognized that liberating animals
had wasteful consequences. He explained: “When young, I disliked killing,
and recently I put a stop to it. When someone gave me a gift of crabs and
oysters, I released them in the river. Most of the crabs and oysters lacked the
wherewithal to live and not one would survive; nonetheless, liberating them
was better than boiling them alive. How can one allow thousands of crea-
tures to suffer limitlessly just for the sake of one’s stomach?”95

Questions of moderation and waste were, in fact, tangential concerns for
the animal protectors. Rather, it was this repulsion, voiced by Su Shi, for sat-
isfying the self at the expense of others that Ming-Qing literati elaborated
upon as a reason for fangsheng and jiesha. Observing that “ordinary people
also say that vegetarians are skinny and those who eat meat are plump,”
Zhuhong opined: “To fatten one’s own body without thinking of the misery
of others—where, then, is the humanheart?”96Expanding on this sentiment,
the prominent statesman and philosopher Gao Panlong stated: “Flavorful
foods enter ourmouths, pass along our three-inch tongues, and descend our
throats. But whether our food is delicate or coarse will make no difference
whenwe enter the afterlife; so how is it that, to gratify three inches of tongue,
we think so lightly of slaughtering animals?”97 And likewise did the famous
playwright Tang Xianzu capture the picture of self-indulgence when stating:
“In this age of decline, the last kalpa, gentlemen consume meat to the point
of being so fat that they cannot budge.”98 Benefiting the self at the expense of
others spelled doom for a restaurateur in Suzhou, whose choice of fare had
broad social implications because it promised to affect not only his own rein-
carnation but that of his clients. According to what the eighteenth-century
Meng Chaoran had heard from an acquaintance, that shop specialized in
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noodles with eels and “was several times more profitable than other shops.
It used some sort of basket-contraption that made the eels curl around and
strangle each other, letting out their juices, which then beautifully blended
in with the flavor of the noodles. A few years later, the shop owner suddenly
disappeared. His son found him along the river bank, dead with thousands of
eels wrapped around his stomach.” Commented Meng, “This is a most extra-
ordinary instance of retribution,”—and so we might agree. But if an account
about eels wreaking revenge on aproprietor’s stomach stretches our credulity,
it illustrates a real sentiment: that killing animals to satisfy appetites—or
worse, to make a profit—was despicable.99

Same and Different
Compassion for animals was advocated in the most ancient texts—and in-
deed may be a universal phenomenon—but the precise grounds for identi-
fying with and representing the animals changed with time and place.100 Be-
fore the arrival of Buddhism in China, a few rulers were so attached to their
domestic animals that they provided them with funerals—the lavishness of
which elicited criticism.101 During the Tang dynasty, under Buddhist in-
fluence, people, moved by the service and loyalty that their domestic ani-
mals had rendered, offered prayers for their smooth passage into the next
life. Yet, after making such supplications for the animal’s benefit, the par-
ticipants, at least in the case of one wedding celebration, had no compunc-
tion about consuming the carcasses.102

While retaining old wisdom about benevolence toward animals, late Ming
literati represented animals in fresh ways. Without entirely losing sight of
the hard-working domestic beasts to whom loyalty was due, they shifted their
attention to the smallest and least serviceable creatures; thoughts of grati-
tude for service done by the animals gave way to talk of their subservience
and dependence.

Some early tales illustrated that animals, no less than human beings, had
the capacity to understand the messages of the Buddhist scriptures. In one
account, someone who overheard the chanting of sutras traced the sounds
to fish stored on a boat; this revealed the presence of Buddhahood in all liv-
ing things and moved the eavesdropper to gain the release of the captured
fish.103 Late Ming texts preserved and reproduced such anecdotes pointing
to the universality of Buddhahood among all creatures. The mother of a tal-
ented trio, the Yuan brothers (Zongdao, Hongdao, and Zhongdao), verified
that even a spider was capable of understanding Buddhist teachings. When
reciting a sutra, she spotted a large spider. “So you have come to hear the
sutra?” she asked, and then continued reading. When she came to a certain
phrase, the spider moved a bit as though making an obeisance, thus show-
ing that it comprehended the recitation.104 As YanMaoyou put it (in another
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context): “Every living thing can recite the Buddha’s name and beg for
mercy”; and, as Yan commented on the flies who, though individually lack-
ing strength, joined forces to save the wine brewer from an unfair sentence:
“Everything in this world has human nature, and every creature has Buddha
nature.”105

But to tales underscoring the universality of Buddhahood, late Ming writ-
ers added other perceptions. Zhuhong argued that one should not kill ani-
mals because they, “like human beings, have blood and breath, mothers and
children, knowledge and feelings, and can feel pain and itch, and life and
death.”106 Heightening a sense of urgency about life and death, Zhuhong
stated: “When they are about to be captured, lice will flee—even they know
enough to avoid death; and when it is about to rain, ants will disperse—even
they desire life.”107Or, as the Buddhist-influenced Confucian scholarHu Zhi
observed, “When an archer . . . carries his bow into the forest, all the birds
of the forest will screech out; and when a butcher . . . takes a rope to the mar-
ket place, all the dogs in the market will howl; so, how can it be said that
these animals are willing to die?”108 Or as a jinshi degree-holder, Zhi Dalun,
explained: “People who go fishing do not see that it suits the true natures
of fish to form schools and ride the waves in contentment. They see a fish
only when it falls into a person’s hand: it jumps about and is frightened, and
when it is choked so that its guts split open and when its stomach is gashed
so that blood pours out, soaking the knife, then it is a lamentable sight; or
they see the fish when it is tossed into the cooking pots, . . . into the bub-
bling broth . . . and then strains to jump out.” Zhi Dalun wished to make the
basic point that, for one chopstickful of food, people will subject fish to un-
limited suffering, but he did so by elaborating on the fish’s love of life (rid-
ing the waves contentedly) and by highlighting the cruelty of the slaughter.
Along the way he also reminded his readers that fish are just like human be-
ings in having a social capacity for forming groups, or schools.109

Likewise stressing that animals and humans are identical in their social
relations, the early Qing-dynasty Zhou Mengyan explained that, although
men and beasts differ in their shapes and bodies, when it comes to feelings,
they are alike: “Watch how animals behave when about to be caught: they
squeal and screech, jump over walls, and climb up buildings—just as we do
during political chaos. The parents are at a loss as to what to do, and the
wives and children have no escape from death. Are they different or not?
Watch how when one decapitates chickens, if one chicken is killed, then all
the chickens will shriek in fear, and when one slaughters one pig, then all
the other pigs will refuse to eat—just like us.”110

In Extensive Records, tales about recompense for animal rescuers, the suf-
fering of the animals was implied or assumed, but without elaboration. With
the exception of one fish, who “shrieked out its last breath,”111 other animals,
whether appearing through dreams or other devices, simply “begged for their
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lives” (qiuming, qingming, qiming).112 Not so subdued were the Ming-Qing ac-
counts, which dwelled on the suffering of the animals, emphasizing the in-
struments of capture and death (ropes, bows, knives, cooking pots, bubbling
broths), and the signs of pain (screams and screeches, blood gushing out,
desperate attempts at escape). As Zhuhong succinctly put it: “That thing in
your plate came from screaming animals.”113Ming texts stressed that animals
were like human beings in having love for their children. Selecting from a
vast literature those few pieces that suited his preoccupations, Zhuhong re-
told an ancient story about a deer who fell into deepmourningwhen a hunter
struck down her child. The mother licked the doe’s wound, but after a while,
both doe and mother died. When the hunter cut the mother open, he found
that her guts had burst into fragments, so strong had been her sorrow. The
hunter was remorseful, destroyed his bow and arrow, and withdrew into the
hills as a hermit. The point on which this story turns, that is, the element
that moved the hunter to change his ways, was that animal mothers, just like
human mothers, care deeply for their children.114

Ming tales about saving animals also emphasized that all creatures have
feelings, or emotions (qing), a theme that preoccupied many sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century writers.115Consider the account of amonkey whowept.
This monkey was usually agile enough to catch all the arrows hunters aimed
at him; one day, however, he found cause to burst into sobs: having just spot-
ted a certain hunter who had a reputation for being a crack shot, the mon-
key recognized that he was doomed to die.116 Likewise did Tang Xianzu rec-
ognize that animals had feelings—as when he described what he had
witnessed when an animal was being prepared for a sacrifice: for several days
before the event, the animal wept and would not eat; when men tried to lead
him away, he refused to budge. Thus he avoided death several times. Finally,
several men carried the animal to the kitchen, but the animal sobbed and
kicked so hard that he died.117 This echoes that account from The Book of
Menciuswhere KingHui of Liang “could not bear the frightened appearance”
of an ox about to be slaughtered for a ceremony.118 But, in sharp contrast to
the mute and passive ox in The Book of Mencius, the ox that Tang watched was
spirited and vociferous.

Even the monk Zhuhong, who surely was familiar with the Buddhist ideal
of detachment from all desires, had introduced the element of emotion into
his discussions. It was on the basis of feelings that he posed the question,
“How would we feel if the consumption of human flesh was so customary that
chefs had no inkling that cooking it up was wrong?”119 And it was on the ba-
sis of feelings that he appealed to his readers when ticking off the various
situations wheremanhabitually slaughters and consumes animals.With each
of seven items, Zhuhong repeated the refrain, “This could make one weep
endlessly with grief.”

Without abandoning talk of retribution and merit, late Ming accounts al-
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tered the basis for understanding why one should be kind to animals. When
anthologists retold the story about the mother deer who wept for her child,
they aimed to move readers to identify with the mother. What moved Tang
Xianzu to sympathize with the sacrificial animal was seeing it kicking in agony.
And what had moved him to heed Zhuhong’s teachings in the first place was
that Zhuhong had expressed his feelings for animals. As Tang Xianzu put it,
“How good was Zhuhong, who wept for insects.”120

LateMing texts thus drifted far from the arguments of the Book of Brahm1’s
Net, which had been the locus classicus for Zhuhong’s program. That book
had declared: “All sons are my fathers; all daughters are my mothers; . . . and
all living things in the six stages of transmigration are my parents; to kill and
eat them is to kill and eat one’s parents and to kill one’s own person in a pre-
vious existence.”121 Supplementing—or circumventing altogether—the is-
sue of transmigration, late Ming writers argued for the liberation of animals
primarily by appealing to the emotions, to one’s capacity to sympathize with
others, and by focusing on parent-child relations, not across the ages, but
within the contemporary world. The difference was clear even to early sev-
enteenth-centuryXie Zhaozhe, who declared: “TheBuddhists oppose killing
for the purposes of transmigration; our opposition to killing is because we
cannot bear untimely deaths.”122

Smaller andWeaker
Late Ming texts further differed from earlier writings in their portrayal of
relations between animals and men. In the tales of retribution in Extensive
Records, animals and men had near-equal footing: the animals seeking sur-
vival frequently appeared as men in the dreams of their potential benefac-
tors; they were fluidly transformed into human beings and back again into
their animal shapes. In some of these tales, moreover, the animals displayed
humanlike, or even superhuman, physical strengths—as when a tortoise saved
his benefactor from a shipwreck by carrying him ashore, or when a horse
who had been well cared for by his owner saved that owner from a capsized
boat, or whenfifty tortoises whohad been redeemedby a fisherman appeared
as men to reward their benefactor’s parents with five thousand coins.123 Al-
though these animals were portrayed as having been stuck in situations where
they had to beg for their lives, once saved, they in turn were seen as taking
the initiative in repaying the kindness.

To such portrayals of animals, Ming writers added new descriptions: they
frequently saw animals as smaller and weaker than human beings, as the ob-
jects of trickery and deceit, of manipulation and, yes, of consumption. As
Zhi Dalun stated, “Now, when people want to raise chickens, pigs, dogs, and
horses, they feed and comfort them—and they are even more nurturing with
the animals than they are with people; then, one morning, they kill and eat
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the animals, saying, “This is how it should be.” But the livestock are unaware
that they are going to be killed; and when they are about to be slaughtered,
how can they not resent that they have been deceived? How much more true
this is for fish, who hide in the deep and are not habitually reared by man.
Yetmanuses a hundred strategies to capture them, deceiving themwhen they
are unaware and taking advantage of their unsuspecting natures. . . . This is
a case of crafty deception filling the universe.” As Zhi saw it, human beings
carry out parental functions in nurturing the animals only to betray their
charges; animals, lacking in awareness, fall victim to human stratagems.124

The practice of liberating animals was not mandated by the Buddhist
legacy.125The Chinese accounts told in support of the precepts of nonkilling
and saving animals stand in sharp contrast to animal tales in one of the ear-
liest sources of Buddhist lore, the J1taka stories of the Buddha’s former births.
Few J1taka tales concern the smallest animals; Chinese tales and practice were
especially preoccupied with tiny creatures—the flies who repayed the wine
brewer; eels, centipedes, ants, and lice, all of which, according to Zhuhong,
strongly “desire life.”126Many J1taka tales draw comparisons between animals
of the same species: between one stupid and one successful stag; between
wise and foolish birds; and among three fish, who are, respectively, overly
thoughtful, thoughtful, and thoughtless.127The Chinese tales about the twin
precepts make no such comparisons between individual members of a given
species.128

Other genres of Chinese literature construe animal types allegorically to
represent human traits; well-known examples are the pig in Journey to theWest
(Xiyou ji), who represents earthy appetites, and the rat in The Book of Poetry
(Shi jing), who represents rapacious officials. But the tales illustrating
nonkilling and liberating animals rarely concern themselves with the char-
acteristics distinguishing various species, except in reference to size. The
J1taka tales tell of good and bad animals alike: a man rears a viper, which in
turn kills its benefactor; a crab has the wisdom to bite off the head of a crane
who is devouring fish.129 The Chinese fangsheng tales tell mainly of innocent
and helpless creatures whose chances for survival rest with man. Even rats,
as construed by Feng Shike, are vulnerable beings in need of human con-
siderateness.130 The focus on man as the strong and animals as defenseless
beings flattens out all contrasts—other than that of size—among the animals.

ANALOGUES

In Ming-Qing texts, animals had become analogues for those weaker mem-
bers of the community who needed protection.131 For this analogy, early writ-
ings may seem to offer a few, faint precedents. A Song text declared: “If one
avoids the kitchen . . . then few will be the instances where living things are
cruelly oppressed for the sake of filling one’s own stomach and where the
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people are fleeced for the sake of fattening up one’s own powers.”132 Yet, this
passage, whichMengChaoran included in hisRecords of Spreading Love, speaks
only of avoiding the kitchen (borrowing from The Book of Mencius), not of
nonkilling and liberating animals, and it comes to us not as a part of a Song-
period program to liberate animals but because the eighteenth-centuryMeng
appropriated the passage to build his case for kindness to animals.

The analogy between animals and weak members of society was well un-
derstood by Zhuhong—andwas central to his conception of fangsheng.When
skeptics pointed out that the ponds for saving fish were so small that it would
be better to toss the fish into rivers and lakes, Zhuhong engaged the skep-
tics in the following dialogue: “Is it better,” he asked, “to have the common
people live in the cramped city, or in the countryside?” The skeptics re-
sponded that in the countryside would be better; but thenZhuhongpersisted:
“If there were bandits . . . approaching, which place would be better?” To
which the skeptics replied, “The city.” Zhuhong then drove his point home:
“Is not the fear that fish have of nets like the fear that people have of ban-
dits? And is not placing the fish in ponds . . . like putting the commonpeople
inside city walls to protect them against bandits?”133 From Zhuhong’s point
of view, people who say that birds and animals are meant to be eaten “do not
understand that it’s just a matter of the strong oppressing the weak.”134

The analogy between animals and the weakermembers of society was also
understood by Gui Zhuang. Gui expressed reservations about the practice
of saving animals, arguing that the Song-dynasty designation of West Lake
as a preserve for fish was less worthy than a famine relief program that saved
several million people. “Animals,” he claimed, “are lowly, and human beings
great.” Nonetheless, he recognized the symbolic value of releasing animals,
for he then went on to state: “From the concept of saving animals one can
deduce the following: Young men should not oppress the weak or maltreat
those who have no relatives, and servants should not lean on their privileges
to lord it over others.”135 The same analogy had been made by Feng Shike.
After rescuing a fly from a spider’s web, Feng explained that he hated cases
where the strong eat the weak.136 Andwhen urging people to cough up funds
for the purchase of animals to be released, Feng stated that hoarding money
is tantamount to “locking people up in cages and slaughtering them.”137The
analogy was also drawn by Yan Maoyou: “Everyone hates to see large animals
swallow up small ones; how can heaven not feel the same when watching
people? . . . Place yourself among the animals and think about it.” And again:
“The rich and high must think of when they were poor; prosecutors must
think of the day when they might themselves be prosecuted. Our lives and
animal lives are the same. Try putting yourself in their place, and compas-
sion will suddenly arise.”138 Because the analogy was compelling, many writ-
ers saw inman’s kindness for tiny creatures a test of concern for needy people.
As Lu Longqi remarked: “If I am compassionate like this toward fish, how
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much more so will I be toward people, my own species? . . . If one widow, or-
phan, indigent person, or person without anyone to rely on does not have
a place in society, can we bear it?”139

Animals were metaphors for piteous and powerless human beings. “Lov-
ing animals may be compared to loving children,” stated Minister of Justice
Yao Wenran,140 thus connecting up with the paternalistic rhetoric so often
used in describing local magistrates—those “father-mother” officials who
carried most responsibility for the lives of the common people. The meta-
phor wasmade clear in a song warningmarket people against catching frogs.
The author first accentuated the desperate pain and childlike features of the
victims:

When skinned, they die not
With legs chopped off, they still leap about
Holding two hands to their heads
They scream like children,

and then, shifting attention from the measly children-like frogs to human
beings in need, the songwriter spelled out his point for men in leadership
positions:

How much more so because their bodies are tiny
We cannot bear to munch on them
In governing and spreading benevolence
One must give top priority to helpless creatures.141

The analogy between animals and weak members of society was implicitly
made by some morality books, which arranged sections on the liberating of
animals right alongsidematerials on such other good deeds as providing food
and shelter for the poor.142 The analogy was further implied by the actions
of so many benefactors, who, like Qi Biaojia, easily alternated between sav-
ing animals and aiding the poor—all the while applying the same rhetoric
and the same feelings of compassion to both activities. Thus it was out of one
meeting of the Society for Liberating Animals (Fangsheng she), in 1636, that
Qi and his comrades touched upon the subject of an epidemic then raging
through their community and decided to establish a dispensary for the dis-
tribution of freemedicines.143 AsQi put it, liberating lives “also has themean-
ing of treating people humanely and loving all things.”144 Just as they could
not bear to see animals slaughtered, so the supporters of the medical bu-
reau “could not bear to see living men die.”145

But why was it necessary to make that analogy at all? Why was it necessary
to think about kindness to the poor in terms of kindness toward animals?
Why did late Ming writers—especially those who opposed Buddhism—not
dispense with the analogy altogether and simply teach the rich and power-
ful to aid the poor and weak? Why spend money on animals, ponds, and ste-
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les by those ponds when there were plenty of beggars around waiting for
handouts? Why add animals to the list of the needy? Such questions were
put to late Ming literati, some of whom in turn steadfastly defended, point
by point, the practice of liberating animals.146

Even opponents of the practice accepted that aiding people and aiding
animals were somehow comparable. Yang Tingyun of Hangzhou, whose fa-
ther had joined a society for liberating animals, set up a humane, or benev-
olent, society (ren hui) in reaction—and as an alternative—to the wasteful
spending of money on birds and fish.147Chen Longzheng argued that benev-
olent societies were better than societies for liberating animals because “they
aided and supported good, living people”; he supposed that the two insti-
tutions were analogous, different only in merit.148 When Lu Shiyi sponsored
a benevolent society, he must have had the societies for releasing lives on
his mind as well, for he criticized monks who “everywhere were setting up
shelters ( fangsheng an) and ponds to protect chickens, fish, pigs, and cattle,
while neglecting people who were crippled or had no relatives to whom they
might turn.”149

That the practice of saving animals stuck is all themore puzzling, because,
for all their talk of the value of life and the urgency of liberating animals,
do-gooders recognized that many of the animals they tried to save would die
anyhow, or would, upon being liberated, be instantly captured by vendors
and riffraff for resale.150 One early Qing organizer of a society for liberating
animals admonished members to be neither stingy, for fear of appearing un-
willing to buy the animals, nor liberal, for fear that high demand for animals
would stimulate vendors to capture more creatures to cash in.151 The soci-
eties for liberating animals were seen by some detractors as fundamentally
futile, since “for every animal saved, ten thousand were missed.152

Despite all these drawbacks—that liberating animals was costly, siphoned
off funds that might have been used to help the poor, and was, in any case, a
dubiousmethodof preserving life—do-gooders persisted in the practice. For
them it expressed certain concerns that charity for the poor could not. By fo-
cusing on saving lives whenpurchasing the animals, the animal liberators were
masking the fact that they were donating money to the poor vendors. This
was clearly understood by Qi Biaojia. When one of his bondservants came by
with a goose tied up, Qi bought it to be released, and then recorded in his
diary that not only was the animal saved but “the seller got a good price.”153

Qi also assumed as a matter of course that sellers (of shellfish) would flock
thither whenever they got wind of a fangsheng meeting.154 The amounts of
cash and grain Qi distributed in this fashion were substantial; in 1640 he en-
tered in his Diary that, during the previous fortnight, he had spent one hun-
dred and some shi of grain a day for saving snails and the like.155

By saving animals, members of the local elite could, moreover, com-
municate to the downtrodden certain messages for which other forms of
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charity were inadequate. By purchasing animals from some poor vendor
or vagrant only to let the acquisition vanish into air or water, benefactors
demonstrated—and communicated—their readiness to part with money in
the name of a good cause. But more than displaying financial sacrifice, the
act of saving animals established a particular kind of social relationship.
Where most forms of charity to the poor involved a dyadic relationship be-
tween benefactor and recipient, the act of fangsheng involved a triangular ex-
change: the benefactor released the animal, the vendor watched the bene-
factor, and the animal was ostensibly the desperately needy one. With both
benefactor and vendor thus sharing in the good deed of seeing the animal
liberated, the distinction between the haves and the have-nots was tem-
porarily transcended. In the minds of the animal benefactors, at least, rich
and poor were momentarily united in a common purpose, namely, saving
the lives of creatures who were more pitiable than even the most wretched
of human beings.

The practitioners of liberating animals at once identified with the animals
and set them apart. They both expanded their definition of the needy to in-
clude animals and construed animals as the “other,” a point of reference to
be shared by rich and poor. For all their declarations that animals and hu-
man beings were alike in their love of life, the benefactors understood well
that animals (wu) andhumans (ren) were different, and everything they wrote
about saving animals turned on this grasp of an essential difference. Although
Yan Maoyou declared that “human beings (ren) are one of the creatures (wu)
in the world,” he promptly proceeded to assert that those who are unable to
love life are no different from “squirming insects.”156 Though exhortations
to be compassionate toward animals dwelled on the humanlike features of
the animals (parental love of children, sensitivity to pain, the capacity to form
social groups), those same accounts reported instances where punishment for
brutality toward animals (and for other offenses) was degradation to an an-
imal state, as in the case of the glutton who, upon death, turned into a pig.
So too did late Ming charity simultaneously affirm a united community of all
humankind, who were on some level alike, and uphold a social hierarchy.

If liberating animals allowed benefactors to bond, ceremonially at least,
with the most common of people, it also allowed them to display their own
moral superiority. As Yu Zhi declared, “The petty man catches and sells; the
gentleman buys and releases.”157 It was, after all, the benefactor who had
taken the initiative in saving the animal; it was he who made the sacrifice of
letting his money, as it were, vanish into thin air; and it was he who essen-
tially showed the vendor what goodness is. As for the vendor who had sold
the animal: well, he was left holding the coins.

Into themidst of this complicated three-way relationship steppedQi Biao-
jia, Feng Shike, Tao Wangling, and other animal-liberating literati. They in-
corporated animals into their vision of all beings united but dealt with them
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as a contrasting “other.”They simultaneously shared anobject of compassion—
the animals—with the poor and retained an edge as moral leaders; affirmed
the sameness of all creatures and recognized basic differences between ani-
mal and man and between rich and poor. The triangular donor-seller-
animal (rich, poor, and piteous other) relationship affirmed the literati vi-
sion of social unity while adjusting to new social dynamics. In portraying
animals as a contrasting “other,” writers on fangsheng tended to disregard char-
acter differences among the animals, each of which deserved liberation
equally; rather they emphasized differences in size or strength. Given that
they were projecting onto animals those humanlike features they saw and
valued in themselves, their portrayals of animals suggest that at least some
literati were beginning to perceive the social hierarchy, not always in terms
of moral standing and education (the good and the wise), but also in terms
of power and wealth (that is, size).

CONCLUSION

The late Ming practice of releasing animals thus evolved far from its early
sources, acquiring layers of meanings, many of which were not essentially
Buddhist. Where The Book of Brahm1’s Net had given equal emphasis to the
two precepts of nonkilling and liberating animals, late Ming literati empha-
sized the latter.Where Buddhist discussions tied the two precepts to concepts
of transmigration and retribution, lateMing and earlyQing discussionsmade
it possible to understand those precepts in terms independent of Buddhism.

If some Song-dynasty literati had liberated animals, they did so individu-
ally and in conformance with the value of secret merit (yinde)—the notion
that good deeds should be known only to heaven. Consequently documen-
tation of early animal saving is scant. For late Ming literati, in contrast, sav-
ing animals was a social affair to be shared with the community, whether by
recording the deeds in diaries, insisting on having witnesses, or setting up
steles by the fish ponds to advertise the names of sponsors. As a result late
Ming materials on the subject abound.

The late Ming practice of releasing animals bears on the subject of char-
ity not only because the Chinese texts themselves counted both activities as
“good deeds.” It also brings to light a cluster of ideas—in particular a height-
ened concern for human life—and modes of operation that characterize
many activities that the Western tradition conventionally considers charit-
able, such as the distribution of food, money, medicine, and clothes to the
poor, and the provision of shelter for foundlings and the homeless. At the
same time, the practice of releasing animals shows that in addition to human
poverty and need one must consider the preoccupation of the do-gooders
themselves: an interest in displaying meritorious deeds; an emphasis on wit-
nessing and spreading the word about charitable deeds; an impulse to form
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voluntary associations; and a concern about consumption at the expense of
others. It further exposes a tension that the do-gooders felt between, on the
one hand, recognizing a fundamental commonality among all creatures,
large and small, and high and low; and, on the other hand, an anxiety about
preserving a social hierarchy. These preoccupations all became manifest in
the practice of saving animals, which predated the first-known benevolent
society. Finally, the case of liberating animals raises a theme with which this
book will end: the malleability of ancient beliefs, the latitude for reinter-
preting revered texts, and the capacity for creating such new texts to ac-
commodate the fresh concerns of contemporary society.
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